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Understanding ADHD: Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by symptoms of
inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity.
Meditation and ADHD: While meditation can be challenging for
individuals with ADHD due to difficulties in maintaining focus and
stillness, it can also offer significant benefits in managing ADHD
symptoms.

Enhanced Focus: Regular meditation can help improve concentration
and attention span.
Reduced Hyperactivity: Meditation can promote a sense of calm,
reducing feelings of restlessness.
Better Emotional Regulation: It can aid in managing impulsivity and
emotional responses, leading to more balanced reactions.
Stress Reduction: Meditation is known for its stress-relieving benefits,
which can be particularly helpful for those with ADHD.
Choosing the Right Meditation Technique
Mindfulness Meditation: Involves paying attention to the present
moment and gently bringing focus back when the mind wanders.
Guided Meditation: Following a guided audio track can be helpful for
those who struggle with self-guided practices.
Movement-Based Meditation: Activities like yoga or walking meditation
can be beneficial for those who find it hard to sit still.

Introduction to Meditation and ADHD

Benefits of Meditation for ADHD



Start Small: Begin with short sessions, even just a few minutes, and
gradually increase the duration.
Create a Routine: Try to meditate at the same time each day to establish
a consistent practice.
Use Aids: Consider background music or guided sessions to help
maintain focus.
Mindfulness in Daily Activities: Practice mindfulness during regular
activities like eating or walking to build concentration skills.
Be Patient and Kind to Yourself: Understand that the mind will wander,
and it's part of the process. Gently bring your focus back without self-
criticism.

Distractions: Choose a quiet, comfortable space to minimise distractions.
Restlessness: If sitting still is difficult, start with movement meditations
or practice while lying down.
Frustration: Acknowledge and accept your feelings without judgment.
Progress in meditation can be slow and is different for everyone.

Part of a Larger Strategy: Meditation should be one component of a
comprehensive ADHD management plan, which might include therapy,
medication, and lifestyle changes. Meditation can be a valuable tool for
managing ADHD symptoms, enhancing focus, reducing stress, and
improving overall well-being. It requires patience and practice, especially
for individuals with ADHD. With the right approach and techniques,
meditation can become a beneficial part of daily life and an effective
strategy in managing ADHD. Remember, each person's experience with
ADHD and meditation is unique, and finding what works best for you is
key to a successful practice.

Tips for Meditating with ADHD
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Overcoming Challenges

Incorporating Meditation into ADHD Treatment


